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Abstract
Galactic simulation is an important cosmological computation, and represents a classical
N-body problem suitable for implementation on vector processors. Barnes-Hut algorithm
is a hierarchical N-Body method used to simulate such galactic evolution systems.
Stream processing architectures expose data locality and concurrency available in mul
timedia applications. On the other hand, there are numerous compute-intensive scientific
or engineering applications that can potentially benefit from such computational and com
munication models. These applications are traditionally implemented on vector processors.
Stream architecture based graphics processor units (GPUs) present a novel computa
tional alternative for efficiently implementing such high-performance applications. Render
ing on a stream architecture sustains high performance, while user-programmable modules
allow implementing complex algorithms efficiently. GPUs have evolved over the years,
from being fixed-function pipelines to user programmable processors.
In this thesis, we focus on the implementation of Barnes-Hut algorithm on typical
current-generation programmable GPUs. We exploit computation and communication re
quirements present in Barnes-Hut algorithm to expose their suitability for user-programmable
GPUs. Our implementation of the Barnes-Hut algorithm is formulated as a fragment shader
targeting the selected GPU. We discuss implementation details, design issues, results, and
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Glossary
arithmetic intensity Ratio of arithmetic computations to communication.
cell A node of an octree with more than one particle.
F
fragment processor Fragment processors are fully programmable processors, operat
ing in SLMD-parallel fashion on input elements: processing four-element vec
tors in parallel.
framebuffer Framebuffer is a part of GPU memory which holds final colored pixels for
display on the screen.
gather Gather operation occurs when the kernel processing a stream element requests




GPU A graphics processor unit or GPU is a graphics rendering pipeline used for
generating images from geometric models.
xn
K
kernel Terminology used in stream architecture for describing a computing unit or
program that operates on the data.
leaf A node of an octree with only one particle.
M
MIMD Mulitple instruction multiple data lets multiple instructions to operate on mul
tiple data items at any given time.
o
octree A tree data structure with eight children.
scatter Scatter operation occurs when the kernel processing a stream element distrib




SIMD Single instruction multiple data lets one instruction operate on multiple data
items simultaneously.
Streams Terminology used in stream architecture for a data set that needs similar com
putations are called streams.
Xlll
texture memory Texture memory is the only part of the GPU that is randomly accessi
ble by the fragment processors.
vertex processor Vertex processors are fully programmable and operate in either SIMD




The classical A^-Body problem simulates the evolution of a system, comprising of n dis
crete bodies under the influence exerted on each body by all other bodies. In the galactic
simulation, we study the evolution of a system of particles, where each particle represents
a star or sampled to represent collection of stars, solar system, galaxies, cluster of galaxies
and other large-scale structures of the universe bounded together by Newtonian gravita
tional potential.
The hierarchical method proposed by Barnes and Hut [5] builds a tree structured rep
resentation of the physical domain of the problem (in our case, space), and then compute
interactions by traversing the tree. Such hierarchical tree-basedmethods reduce the compu
tational complexity to 0(nlogn) for non-uniform distributions, or even 0(n) for uniform
distributions, with parallelism proportional to n and without introducing any significant
ambiguity in the results. Applications that use Barnes-Hut method are challenging to ob
tain effective parallel performance, owing to their non-uniform distribution of bodies over
the physical domain, distribution of bodies across the physical domain changes over time,
and the need for long range communication. However, we are helped by two properties:
first, the system evolves slowly over time, and second, the gravitation interaction falls off
quickly with distance. Also, the force computation on any particle can be computed in
parallel with other particles, and independent of other iterations. We map the simulation of
galactic evolution based on the Barnes-Hut method using these characteristics.
Modern semiconductor technology makes arithmetic inexpensive and memory band
width expensive. Both global on-chip and off-chip communication thus becomes the per
formance limiting factor. Increasing ratio of arithmetic to memory bandwidth called arith
metic intensity intensity and parallelism to use large number of available arithmetic units
can offset this shift in cost. Modern multimedia applications emphasize on stream process
ing programming model. Stream programming model renders support formulti-level paral
lelism and exposes inherent data locality by partitioning the communication and data stor
age structures. Stream programming model represents all data as streams and expresses
all computational units as kernels. Applications mapped to the stream programming model
are constructed by chaining kernels together. These kernels operating on entire streams ex
poses multi-level parallelism while local data storage within kernel execution units elimi
nates global communication costs. Computation units are called as kernels and streams are
made of identical data elements that require data processing.
The core of the graphics architecture, more commonly referred to as the graphics ren
dering pipeline or graphics pipeline defines a projection-based rendering algorithm (in real
time) that supports surface-based, volume based or image-based representation, given a
virtual camera setting, mathematically modelled 3D objects, position and specification of
light sources, lighting models, textures, and more [4]. The graphics rendering pipeline is
split into several distinct substages, and more recently vertex and fragment shaders have
been introduced as user-programmable stages to improve the functionality and flexibility
to perform any task [32]. This conceptual model of graphics hardware and the addition
of user-programmable substages makes the graphics hardware rendering pipeline a good
match for stream programmaing model. The vertex and fragment shaders within the GPU
can be represented as kernels or computational blocks while the highly localized dataflow
between these substages or kernels can be abstracted as streams. The data flow between
stages in the graphics pipeline is highly localized with the data produced by one stage
cosumed by the next stage. Some of the latest GPUs provide IEEE-standard single preci
sion floating-point arithmetic throughout the entire graphics pipeline, for instance Nvidia
GeForce 6 Series or Nvidia GeForce 7800. The user-defined programs (shader programs)
written either in assembly (ARB_fragment_program) or high-level languages [34]; HLSL
(High-level shading language); Sh [36] can be loaded into vertex and fragment units at
run-time. The application data is stored on the GPU as texture images and can be ID, 2D
or 3D. The fragment or vertex shaders act on this data and write results either to the frame-
buffer or framebuffer attached objects (framebuffer objects) which can be again used via
a feedback loop. Furthermore, with the addition of dynamic flow control (branching) and
loop constructs, present generation GPUs can be used for more than one particular with
possible gain in performance.
The development of programming components in the GPU has allowed researchers to
use them for other applications than just simply rendering polygons. With the advent of
programmable GPUs, efforts have been made to also map high-performance computing
applications to the GPU, eg. scientific computations like FFTs, linear algebra solvers, dif
ferential equations solvers, multi-grid solvers and applications to fluid dynamics, visual
simulation, ice crystals; geometric computations like Voronoi diagrams, distance computa
tion, motion planning, collision detection, object reconstruction, visibility; advanced ren
dering like ray-tracing, radiosity, photon mapping, sub-surface scattering, shadows; and
database operations on aggregates, predicates, Boolean combinations, selection queries for
large databases [1].
We have developed a complete Barnes-Hut treecode implementation on the GPU. The
motivation behind attempting A^-Body problem on the GPU is the recent successful im
plementation of radiosity algorithm on GPUs. The hierarchical subdivision radiosity algo
rithm is based on the hierarchical A^-Body problem. The A"-Body problem shares many
similarities with the radiosity problem which suggest that these ideas can lead to an in
crease in performance on the GPU. In both the A^-Body and the radiosity problem, there
are n(n l)/2 pairs of interactions. Moreover, just as the magnitude of the form-factor
between two patches falls off as 1/r2, the gravitational or electromagnetic forces also fall
off as 1/r2. However, there are several differences between the two implementations. One
major difference between the two problems is the manner in which the hierarchical data
structures are formed. The radiosity algorithm begins with a few large polygons and subdi
vides them into smaller and smaller patches. Our A^-Body algorithm begins with n particles
and cluster them into larger and larger groups. Another difference is that radiosity problem
is inherently non-linear because of occlusion where intervening opaque surfaces can block
the transport of light between the two surfaces. The A^-Body problem on the other hand is
linear and takes advantage of linear superposition, the principle of superposition states that
the potential due to a cluster of particles is the sum of the potentials of the individual par
ticles. Finally, the radiosity problem is based on an integral equation, whereas the Af-Body
problem is based on a differential equation.
The remainder of this document is organized in the following manner:
Chapter 2 presents an overview of different A"-Body methods and explains
Barnes-
Hut method in detail.
Chapter 3 gives a background overview on the stream architecture and programming
model, and details two major stream architectures.
Chapter 4 presents a detailed account of landmark graphics architectures belong
ing to different generations, and also presents a detailed explanation on the current
generation of programmable graphics hardware.
Chapter 5 details some background information in different research areas that pro
vided motivation for the Barnes-Hut treecode implementation on the GPU.
Chapter 6 discusses the actual implementation of the Barnes-Hut treecode on the
GPU.
Chapter 7 discusses the results and provides the discussion on the generated results.
Chapter 8, finally provides the conclusion and suggests some extensions for future
work extending this research area.
Chapter 2
N-Body
The main objective of our thesis is to implement Barnes-Hut treecode algorithm on the
graphics processor unit. In this chapter we explain the A^-Body problem and present a brief
overview of important A^-Body methods used in astrophysical simulations. Furthermore,
we explain Barnes-Hut algorithm in great detail.
2.1 TV-Body Problem
The Af-Body problem is stated as follows: Given the initial states, position and velocity of
n bodies, compute the states at time T. The most widely accepted approach is to perform
simulation over a time period. The simulation time period is discretized into hundreds or
thousands of time-steps, each time-step computes the forces acting on each particle and
updates the position, velocity and other attributes associated with that particle.
2.2 TV-BodyMethods
We briefly describe here different A^-Body methods commonly used in astrophysical sim
ulations.
2.2.1 Particle-Particle Method
The particle-particle or the direct summation method is the most straight-forward method
of the A^-Body methods.This direct integration approach is flexible but the cost of compu
tation linearly increases with n, the number of particles and mostly used with collisional
systems. In the case of collisional systems, the evolution of the system is driven by mi
croscopic exchange of thermal energies between different particles. In this case it is not
easy to use fast and approximate algorithms to determine the interaction between particles
and the cost per timestep is 0{n2), and the total cost of the simulation is 0(n3) [33].
There are two reasons why the use of approximate algorithms for force computation is not
plausible. The foremost reason is the need for relatively higher accuracy and secondly, the
wide difference in the orbital timescales of particles which means that the particles in the
core require much smaller time-steps than particles in the halo. In order to achieve such
high computational cost, specialized hardware has been constructed for gravitational inter
action, GRAPE (GRAvity piPE) [17]. A GRAPE hardware has specialized pipelines for
gravitational force calculation, which is the most expensive part of most A^-Body simula
tion algorithms. All other calculations, such as time integration of orbits, are performed on
a standard host computer connected to GRAPE.
On the other hand, collisionless systems can be approximated using algorithms such as
particle-mesh (PM) method [8], particle-particle/particle-mesh (P3M) method [8], Barnes-
Hut tree algorithm [5], fast multipole method [18] or treecode particle mesh (TPM) meth
ods [51].
2.2.2 Particle-Mesh Method
The particle-mesh method treats the force as a field quantity by approximating it on a mesh.
The main advantage of the PM method is speed. The number of computations is of order
0(n + 7iglogng) where ng is the number of grid points on the mesh. However, the PM
method becomes unacceptable for studying close encounters between particles and they
have difficulties handling non-uniform particle distributions thus offering limited resolu
tion.
2.2.3 Particle-Particle/Particle-Mesh Method
The particle-particle/particle-meshmethod solves themajor shortcoming of the PM method
- low resolution forces computed for particles near each other. The P3M method creates a
combined force function for all n bodies that is evaluated at regularly spaced points on a
3D mesh. The interaction of p with other bodies in the system may be decomposed into
a number of direct interactions between p and nearby bodies, and interaction between p
and the combined force interpolated on a mesh. The total number of operations is of order
0(n + ng), where ng is the number of grid points on the mesh. The only disadvantage
of the P3M method is that it becomes dominated by the interaction forces between nearby
particles.
2.2.4 HierarchicalMethods
Hierarchical based methods like Barnes-Hut tree algorithm and fast multipole method are
the best known methods for solving classical A^-Body problems, such as those in astro
physics, electrostatics and molecular dynamics. All the hierarchical methods for classical
problems first builds a tree-structured, hierarchical representation of physical space, and
then compute force interactions by traversing the tree. The root of the tree represents a
space cell containing all the particles in the system. The tree is built by recursively sub
dividing space cells until some termination condition is met. In three dimensions, every
subdivision of a cell results in the creation of eight equally-sized children cells, leading to
an octree representation of space, whereas, in two dimensions, each spatial decompostion
leads to four equally-sized children.
Treecode particle-mesh methods uses treecode hierarchical decompostion for particles
at a farther distance, while particle-mesh strategy is used for closer particles. This enables
us to use best techniques depending on the spatial decompostion of the space.
2.3 Barnes-Hut Algorithm
In the Barnes-Hut tree algorithm, the cubical root node encompassing the total mass is
repeatedly divided into eight or fewer daughter nodes of half the side length each, until one
ends up with
'
leaf nodes containing single particles or bodies. Forces are then computed
on each particle by traversing the tree starting with the root node. A decision is made
whether the node provides an accurate anough force acting on the particle. If the answer is
affirmative, the multipole force is used to compute the force and the walk along this branch
of the tree is terminated, otherwise, the node is traversed further down where we evaluate




Figure 2.1: Barnes-Hut multipole accessibility criterion. V denotes the length of the
side of the cell representing the pseudoparticle. 'd! denotes the euclidean distance between
the particle and the center-of-mass of the pseudoparticle. The tree traversal is terminated
along a branch if the the ratio of s/d is less than 9.
The tree hierarchical structure provides the means to distinguish between close parti
cles and distant particles without actually computing the distance between every particle.
The force between particles that are close enough are computed directly, whereas distant
particles are grouped together and are accounted as one giant node or a pseudoparticle. In
order to compute forces from these pseudoparticles, several 'multipole acceptance crite
rion'
(MACs) are available which decides whether to accept as it is, or subdivide it into its
daughter nodes. The simplest of the criterion is the original s/d introduced by Barnes and
Hut Ref. [5] and shown in Figure 2.1. Starting with the root node, the size of the current
node s (the side length of the cell comprising the pseudoparticle) is compared with its dis
tance from the particle, d. If the ratio s/d is smaller than some predefined value, 9, then the
node is taken as is and further traversal along that node is terminated. Otherwise, the node
is
'opened'
into its daughter nodes, each of which is recursively examined according to
s/d and, if necessary, subdivided. 9 is defined as the MAC parameter and can be varied to
achieve any desired level of approximation for computing forces on the particles. Usually
the MAC proves to be in the range of 9 = 0.3 1.0, depending on the accuracy needed by
the application. The simulation of the evolution of a system of n bodies over time is based
on the Newtonian equations of motion. The pairwise interaction potential f(i,j) between





where G is gravitational force constant, m* and rrij represent the masses of the two bodies,
and rfj represent the euclidean distance between the two distinct bodies. The total force on
a particle i can be summed as:
/() = /(*, J)- (2-2)
The Barnes-Hut algorithm is one of the most widely implemented astrophysical simu
lation algorithm. Efforts have been made to parallelize the algorithm to exploit the paral
lelism available in the computation part of the algorithm. The core of the force calculation
































s/d = 1 .0
Figure 2.2: The relation s/d for different levels of the tree. The figure illustrates the tree
traversal for different values of 9. When 9 = 1.0, the force exerted on the remote particle
is due to the influence of the entire cell with the side length given by s, and computing
body-cell force interaction. If 9 = 0.7, is assumed, we traverse further deeper within that
cell and divide the space into equal spaces, with s again representing the cell side length,
and again computing body-cell force interaction. If 9
= 0.3 is assumed, we further divide




















if Q is a leaf then
body-body force interaction
else
if P is distant enough from Q then
body-cell force interation
else





StepSystem ( ) , as in Algorithm 1 is the routine used for stepping through the
simulation. The routine StepSystem ( ) calls MakeTreeO which constucts a new
octree based on the current particle positions, and then we compute force on each par
ticle/body using the routine GravCalc ( ) , as shown in Algorithm 2. The routine
GravCalc ( ) computes the force exerted on the particle P by all other nodes, Q. Depend
ing whether the node Q is a particle or a pseudo-particle, we compute the force exerted by
that node on the particle P.
In our implementation, we used 3 differentMACs.
First, a minimal criterion is used where no cell touching the particle under consider
ation is accepted.
Second, the original MAC introduced by Barnes and Hut as mentioned above.
Third, the MAC introduced by Salmon and Warren to eliminate pathological errors
that may occur when using Barnes-Hut MAC [44].
Figure 2.2 shows the effect of 9 on the opening angle criterion. As 9 is taken closer to 0,
we traverse deeper down the tree for every node with the force computation more exact as
compared with the force computation when 9 is taken closer to 1.
We also eliminated computing quadrupole momemts associated with each cell node.
By doing so we are able to conserve memory which is limited on the GPU and thus allows
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mapping of the octree on the GPU in a memory efficient way. Also it has been observed
that using quadrupole or higher cell moments may increase the accuracy of the force com
putations, but this advantage is compensated by the increased complexity per evaluation
and the higher tree construction and the tree storage overhead [48]. Another advantage
of using monopole moments arise from the fact that the dynamical tree updates during the
simulation can be performed in a very efficient manner.
Barnes-Hut algorithm has been successfully parallelized to exploit data parallelism in
volved in the force computation, thus making them ideal for high-performancemultiproces
sors or vector processors. However, such application typically has characteristics that make
it challenging to partition and schedule it for effective parallel performance. As clear from
the algorithm GravCalc, the force computations on each particle are totally independent
of previous simulation steps. Also, we can compute force interactions on different particles
simultaneously because the particle positions are only updated at the end of the current
simulation step. Thus, the force computations are SIMD and they can be parallelize to
achieve faster computation which results in the reduction of the overall simulation time.
Recently, stream processors have been proposed that may eventually take place of vector
processors. In the next chapter, we explore these stream architectures and study them in
detail regarding their usage for SIMD natured applications.
12
Chapter 3
Stream Architecture and Programming
Model
In this chapter we delve into the details of the stream architecture and its programing model.
We study two of the ground-breaking stream architectures and their applications to wide
ranging areas.
Modern semiconductor technology makes arithmetic inexpensive and memory band
width expensive. Both global on-chip and off-chip communication thus becomes the per
formance limiting factor. Increasing ratio of arithmetic to memory bandwidth called arith
metic intensity and parallelism to use large number of available arithmetic units can offset
this shift in cost. Modern multimedia applications emphasize on stream processing pro
gramming model.
Stream architecture still in its infancy converges these underpinning issues effectively.
Stream architecture divides the application to expose the inherent locality and concurren
cies in applications by partitioning the communication and storage structures and provides
explicit interconnect (communication) between functional units and register files. Stream
processing architecture achieves support for multi-level parallelism also known as con
currency by exposing instruction-level parallelism (instruction overlap in execution across
multiple functional units), data parallelism (exposing SIMD within same kernel) and task
parallelism (exposing MIMD). Stream architecture partitions the storage structures into
13
different (explicit) levels of storage forming a data-bandwidth hierarchy (register hierar
chy), thus reducing the distance traveled by the operands and limiting the communication
cost. The higher the arithmetic intensity, the better the application is suited to stream
processing architecture. Media applications including 3D computer graphics, image com
pression and signal processing have abundant parallelism to take advantage of stream ar
chitecture. Follows below are some of the representative architectures based on stream
processing.
3.1 RAW Machines
TheMIT RAW machines (Figure 3.1) provided efficient parallel, pipelined support formul
timedia applications. The RAW microprocessor executes 16 different load, store, integer,
or floating-point instructions every clock cycle, controls 25 Gbytes/s of I/O bandwidth and
has 2 Mbytes of on-chip LI SRAM providing 57 Gbytes/s of memory bandwidth [50].
The RAW microprocessor addresses the issue of wire delays and stream-based multime
dia computations by exposing the hardware architecture's low-level details to the compiler.
The RAW microprocessor renders support in its software (ISA) for explicit communication
to transfer data values between the computational portions of the tiles on a switched, point
to point interconnect, and thus helps modeling wire delays. The RAW microprocessors also
differ from current superscalar architectures by distributing the register files, and memory
ports, thus rendering support for data locality. Much of the hardware support for register
renaming, instruction scheduling, and dependency checking has been rendered in software,
hence making room for more memory (distributed) and computational logic to be placed
on chip. This results in the increase in the arithmetic intensity rendering support for data
parallelism, maximizing the number of tiles that can be fit on a chip and increasing the
chip's achievable clock speed. Multiple processes can run simultaneously with operations
being assigned to tiles in a manner that minimizes congestion. The RAW microproces


































Figure 3.1: RAW processor. A RAW processor is constructed usingmultiple identical tiles.
Each tile contains instruction memory (IMEM), data memories (DMEM), an arithmetic
logic unit (ALU), registers, configurable logic (CL), and a programmable switch with its
associated instruction memory (SMEM).
low-latency communication for efficient execution of scientific compute-intensive and me
dia applications. The applications were written in a portable, high-level language called
Streamlt to execute on the RAW microprocessor architecture. The basic unit of computa
tion in Streamlt is the filter. Work forms the core of the filter unit and performs most fine
grained execution step in the steady state, thus exposing parallelism. In order to support
explicit communication between different computation blocks or filters, Streamlt provides
high-bandwidth I/O channels (FIFO queues), which can operate in pop, peek and push
modes.
RAW processors not only run conventional scalar codes, but also word-level computa
tions that require so much performace that they have been assigned to custom ASIC solu
tions. RAW processors have been used to implement Gigabit Internet protocols, video and
audio processing, filters andmodems, I/O protocols (RAID, SCSI, FireWire) and communi
cation protocols for cellular phones, multiple channel cellular base stations, high-definition
TV, Bluetooth, and IEEE 802.1 la and b.
15
3.2 Imagine Stream Processor
The Imagine processor (Figure 3.2) [24] represents a programmable processor designed
to operate directly on streams. The Imagine stream-programming model makes communi
cation explicit, and exposes inherent data parallelism available in multimedia applications.
The Imagine architecture proposes novel register-file architecture and supports 48 floating
point arithmetic units in eight arithmetic clusters. Each cluster can be mapped to operate on
a different process by the stream-programming model using VLIW instruction (SIMD fash
ion). The stream program organizes data as streams and expresses computations as kernels
(in media applications each kernel is composed of hundreds of computations), thus exploits
data parallelism through streams and explicit communication (between streams) between
kernels. A kernel consumes a set of input streams of data and generates a set of output
streams of data. In order to capture data locality, Imagine (architecture) divides the regis
ter hierarchy into local-register files (LRFs), and stream-register files (SRFs). Data streams
flow between different computation kernels is achieved through SRFs and intra-kernel stor
age/retrieval of results is done through LRFs (allowing explicit communication). As each
kernel performs many computations (hundreds of computations), LRFs help maintain high
data bandwidth needed for reading/writing data by different ALUs and handles the bulk
of the data during kernel execution. StreamC and KernelC (both uses C-like syntax) are
used for writing kernels and applications for Imagine processor. StreamC code compiled
by stream scheduler on the host-CPU sends stream instructions to Imagine's (processor)
stream controller using static and dynamic runtime mechanism. KernelC code running on
Imagine processor is compiled statically using VLIW kernel and sperforms kermel compu
tations on the set of input streams and uses communication scheduling for explicit commu
nication between operands [35].
Imagine is an on-going research project at Stanford University and they have success
fully used it for varied range of applications. They have used it for audio and image
compression and decompression. More recently, Imagine processors have been utilized
to construct a supercomputer named as Merrimac. Merrimac uses stream architecture and
16
advanced communication interconnection networks to give an order of magnitude more



































32 Gbytes/s 544 Sbytesfe
Figure 3.2: Imagine processor. An Imagine stream processor consists of a 128-Kbyte
stream register file (SRF), 48 floating-point arithmetic units in 8 arithmetic clusters con
trolled by a microcontroller, a network interface, a streaming memory system with 4
SDRAM channels, and a stream controller. However, the Imagine processor is controlled
by a host processor which sends instructions to it.
We have seen above the needs for designing new architectures and programming mod
els to meet the performance and flexibility requirements of media applications. We also
saw that streams provide a powerful programming abstraction that have been suitable for
efficiently implementing complex and high-performancemedia applications. In the last few
years, some important work has been done to employ stream architecture and programming
model for computer graphics application [40]; [23]. [40] focused on the design and imple
mentation, and analysis of a computer graphics pipeline on a stream architecture using the
stream programming model. Imagine was used as the stream architecture, and an
OpenGL-
like pipeline was completely implemented on it to illustrate that the stream processing ar
chitectures are well suited for graphics applications. [23] constructed scalable graphics
architectures (called as Chromium) from multiple graphics accelerators housed in nodes
17
of a cluster of off-the-shelf workstations. Chromium uses the notion of stream processing
to achieve scalability while retaining maximum flexibility. Both works argued that stream
architectures can provide the necessary scalability and flexibilty needed by future graphics
and multimedia applications to achieve higher performance rate.
Today's graphics processor unit or GPU (VPU) can process over tens of million trian
gles and over a billion of pixels per second, owing primarily to their stream architecture
which enables all additional transistors to be devoted to increasing computational power.
On a positive side note, this also has led to the growing use of graphics processor as a
general-purpose stream processing engine. Researchers are exploring the idea and port
ing more and more applications to use GPU as a general-purpose co-processor to achieve
higher performance than on a CPU. In the next chapter we study some of the landmark





In the last chapter we studied about the stream architecture and programming model, and
presented that the current generation of graphics processor are modelled after stream ar-
chitectture. In this chapter, we study some of the important graphics architectures from
different generations, and also introduce the latest generation of graphics processor, more
commonly referred as GPU or VPU. We begin with an overview on the classical graphics
rendering pipeline.
4.1 Graphics Rendering Pipeline
The classic computer graphics-rendering pipeline enumerates a process that geometric ob
jects must experience on their way to becoming pixels on the screen. These objects can
be in the form of points, lines or primitives in the shape of polygons and expressed in
homogeneous coordinate system. The operations performed on the primitives consist of
transformations, divisions (w-division), and clipping as in Figure 4.1. An object processed
through the pipeline sees the coordinate spaces in the following order:
Object Space
Universe Space orWorld Space

















Processed pixel Final Image to
stream display
Figure 4. 1 : Graphics rendering pipeline.
Perspective Space
Clip Space
Normalized Device Coordinates Space
Pixel Space
The transformations form the object space to the universe space is a combination of
translation, rotation, and scaling operations. This is done to fit the primitives in the universe
space. Universe to eye space conversion consists of pure translation and rotation so that the
viewing camera or user is placed at the origin and the direction of viewing being set to
+z axis. Then eye to perspective space conversion is done in order to provide mapping
from 3-D space to 2-D space. However, the conversion results in technically 3-D space
representation with z-axis values stored in the Z-buffer and used later in the pipeline to
enable visible and non-visible effects to the object being rendered on the screen. The
objects in this coordinate space are represented as 2-D objects with corresponding z-axis
values stored in the Z-buffer. Clip space represents the view volume where the objects lying
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outside the boundary coordinates of this volume are rendered invisible whereas objects
seen to lie within the boundary coordinates are made visible on the screen. This space
is chosen to make the clipping arithmetic simpler. It maps the desired visible chunk of
perspective space to a fixed region. Later, we perform clip to normalized device coordinate
space transformation in order to represent the objects on an internal pixel independent
dimensions. From this internal pixel independent representation, we transform the objects
in the hardware pixel space from where they are rendered onto the screen. This space
represents the screen real state. The whole rendering process can be performed through
four major steps:
Transform to clipping space
Clip
Divide by w (real clipping space as dictated by the screen)
Transform to pixel space
4.2 Graphics Hardware
According to one classification of computer graphics architectures [2], various genera
tions can be classified by the capabilities for which the architecture was primarily designed
(target capabilities with maximized performance) and not by the scope of the capabili
ties. Another classification categorizes them on the basis of technology (ASIC, DSP, RISC
CPU, and CPU extensions), arrangement (SIMD or MIMD), and programmability
(end-
user programmablity and the relative ease with which they were programmed) [32]. We
use the latter classification method to discuss the motivation behind various (representative)
graphics architectures.
The advent of VLSI technology and the need for both functional and data parallelism
put forward the desire and need for developing special-purpose chips for geometry and
image processing Ref. [9]. The motivation behind VLSI graphics architectures was to cut
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down on system costs. We describe some of the landmark graphics architectures, and
present the latest generation of GPU.
Geometry Engine, 1982
Channel Processor or CHAP, 1984
Polygon-Rendering Chip or PRC, 1986





Programmable Graphics Architecture, 2001
4.2.1 Geometry Engine
One of the earlist design effort was the development of the Geometry Engine [10] for
Geometry Graphics System (IRIS Graphics System). The Geometry Engine was a special-
purpose, four component vector, floating-point processor for accomplishing three basic
floating-point operations; matrix transformations, clipping and viewport transformations
in computer graphics applications. The Geometry Engine provided limited flexibility and
could be configured to act as a part of the matrix subsystem, clipping subsystem and scaling
subsystem in the graphics rendering pipeline. The Geometry System was a slave processor
and could only accept or yield one format of data and instructions. The graphical primi
tives were stripped into individual coordinates or vertices and each component processed
in parallel by the Geometry System. Twelve copies of the Geometry Engine were arranged
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in a pipeline order to achieve performance of the order of 5 million floating-point opera
tions per second. The programming model of the graphics system was used as a hardware
subroutine to the IRIS processor/memory system and thus was specific to the platform and
architecture of the host/controlling processor.
4.2.2 Channel Processor
The system called Lucasfilm Compositor used the channel processor or CHAP [30], a
special-purpose, four component vector, programmable pixel processor to provide digital
processing capabilities for special-effects film production. The CHAP performed all the
computations and controlled the flow of pixels (made of four components; red, green, blue
and alpha) in the Compositor. Scratchpad memories provided for program data storage
could be referenced for four or one operand by any arithmetic operation. Vector arithmetic
units connected to the scratchpad memories through a crossbar network thus allowed iden
tical or different operations to be performed on all the four pixel components in parallel.
The CHAP's datapath was optimized for 16-bit integer operations. In order to render rich
images for film applications, for the first time framebuffer memory banks were config
ured with 12-bits per channel. The CHAP performed single instruction, four component
processing (SIMD). One of the unique features of CHAP was the support for disabling
some subset of processors over a range of operations like clamping. Applications required
skilled programming efforts and could be complicated by the pipeline delays built into the
hardware modules. Pixar's CHAP could provide interactive usage on limited resolution
images while acceptable performance for high resolution, movie quality images required
offline rendering.
4.2.3 Polygon-Rendering Chip
Image rendering because of its compute-intensive nature represents the major performance
bottleneck in many computer graphics systems. In order to alleviate this problem, all the
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necessary components needed for real-time image rendering were put on one-chip VLSI
implementation. The chip known as polygon-rendering chip or PRC was designed primar
ily for mechanical engineering CAD applications [49]. CAD applications require interac
tive manipulation of solids (shaded polygons). In order to render real-time performance,
PRC facilitated pipelining and internal bandwidth for computation and communication.
The performance was maximized by pipelining different parts of the fill and shading al
gorithms and running different functional blocks in parallel. This made the architecture
unique in the sense that data could be moved from one functional block to another in one
clock cycle via register-register transfers. The architecture also used pixel cache so frame-
buffer writes and Z-buffer accesses could be done in parallel.
4.2.4 High Performance Polygon Rendering
A novel graphics subsystem was developed to meet the demands for displaying realis
tic solid objects and support for real-time image rendering and independent windows.
The graphics subsystem was partitioned into four special-purpose pipelined subsystems;
geometry, scan-conversion, raster and display subsystem with each performing a dedicated
task [3]. Each of these subsystems were pipelined into various functional blocks. The
Geometry subsystem comprising of Geometry Engines was organized as a single pipeline
of floating-point processors with each executing a specific subset of geometric transfor
mations. Geometry Engines operated independently, thus rendering support for SIMD.
When taken together, goemetry subsystem achieves an efficiency of 50% not seen by vec
tor processors used in other graphics systems present at the same time. Scan-conversion
subsystem responsible for converting vertex data (from geometry subsystem) to individual
pixels comprised of Polygon processor, Edge processor and five Span processors (operat
ing parallel) arranged in pipeline with each composed of fixed-point engines. Five Span
processors again operating in SIMD acheived an aggregate fill rate of 40 million pixels per
second. Raster subsytem was pipelined into twenty Image Engines, each of which operated
independently and controlled a section of the frame-buffer memory (providing interleaved
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operation). They resulted in extremely powerful and flexible pixel fill operations not seen
by other graphics systems at the same time. And finally the Display subsytem interpreted
pixels from the frame-buffer memory and routed it to the DAC for display. The graphics
subsystem produced some brilliant operating numbers (rendering 100,000 Gouraud shaded
and Z-buffered polygons per second) and represented a unique graphics system skeleton
that was followed by subsequent graphics architectures. Some of the special features
supp-




One of the limiting factor of the High Performance Polygon Rendering design was its
choice for the host processor. This choice made the design only suited for one particular
kind of platform and thus rendered limited programmability and portability to other hard
wares. Other disadvantages include the throughput of various subsystems being dictated
by the speed of the slowest processing step. This results in a non-linear performance gain.
Considerable overhead is added with each processor in subsystem stages in the form of se
quencer, microcode store, globals data store and interface logic between different pipeline
stages resulting in the loss of performance.
In order to eliminate the above mentioned design limitations and disadvantages and
to circumvent the bottlenecks seen in the floating-point compute-intensive units used in
the geometry subsystem, compute-intensive arithmetic units used in the scan-conversion
subsytem, the limited fill rate and the pixel bandwidth as seen into the frame-buffer, SGI
introduced a unique computer graphics architecture of the Indigo Extreme aimed at maxi
mizing performance while minimizing size [20]. The decision was made to combine the
per-vertex and slope calculations into one unit. The slope calculations were implemented
in a microcoded processor because of relatively complex algorithms involved. The advan
tages achieved through this approach resulted in the increase in vertex and slope processing
while minimizing size and complexity. In order to maximize performance, custom-based
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floating-point functional units were implemented. Geometry Engine design approach fol
lowed the fundamental design principle of maximizing the performance of most expen
sive functional units. This was achieved by providing custom design data paths to the
operands and support for multiple threads of the same algorithm active simultaneously.
Multi-port registers were used to render support for multiple simultaneous threads of cal
culation. More than one Geometry Engines were used in SEMD parallel approach instead
of single pipeline order to attain a linear performnace gain with minimal overhead required
to implement it. This resulted in the processing of eight polygons (primitives) in paral
lel. Hyper-pipelining was used for designing Raster Engines instead of using multiple
copies in an SIMD parallel approach. This was done to minimize the area requirements
while achieving the desired performance. Memory bandwidth was increased by using an
interleaved frame-buffer across multiple memory banks. The resulting architecture was
capable of over 500,000 Gouraud shaded Z-buffered polygons per second and a fill rate
of 80 million pixels per second. However, the design was particularly suited to one kind
of application (CAD programs). Any deviation from this fixed-function implementation
resulted in significant performance loss.
So far we have mentioned architectures that used special-purpose, fixed-function chips
(ASICs) for geometric transformations and image rendering arranged in either fine-grained
or course-grained SIMD arrangement. These graphics architectures processed graphical
primitives as independent vertices or coordinates. Some of the disadvantages have been
outlined with the description of each architecture. SIMD architectures do not scale linearly
with the number of geometric engines or image Tenderers. Several important architec
tures based on MIMD (multiple instruction multiple data) arrangement were introduced to
resolve these issues. MIMD arrangements processed the vertex stream as a part of a geo
metric primitive thus enabling operations like culling and reducing the processing time and
increasing parallelism. Here we discuss some of these important architectures and outline
their benefits and limitations.
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4.2.6 PixelFlow
PixelFlow architecture [38] overcame the scaling limitation as well as the geometric trans
formations and frame-buffer bottlenecks by using the technique of image composition.
Image composition designed for real-time (30Hz) 3D graphics algorithms and applications
achieved high rendering performance by applying object parallelism throughout the graph
ics rendering pipeline. The rasterization processors (renderers, shaders and frame-buffers)
were associated with a portion of the primitives (occupying 128x128 pixel regions of the
screen), rather than a portion of the screen which is termed as image parallelism. Each
Tenderer computes pixel values for its primitives regardless of their viewport association.
The computed pixel values are then transmitted over a network to compositing processors,
which resolve the visibility of pixels from each Tenderer. Some of the unique architectural
features offered by PixelFlow were in the form of supersampling antialiasing and deferred
shading mechanism. This distribution mechanism of primitives is also classified as
sort-
last mechanism [37]. Sort-last mechanism issues some outstanding features in the form
of linear scalability and being less prone to load imbalances. PixelFlow can be scaled
linearly to achieve tens of millions of polygons per second. PixelFlow could be config
ured to operate as a part of workstation or parallel computer. One distinct feature was
that all the components of PixelFlow were general-purpose, programmable and offered
a simple programming model. PixelFlow rendered complex primitives such as spheres,
quadrics and supported real-time illumination models, procedural and image-based textur
ing, environment mapping and restrictive antialiasing. Some major limitations were that the
image-composition network must support very high bandwidth communication to transfer
128x128 pixel region of pixel data. PixelFlow suffered significant performance loss in case
of load imbalances. PixelFlow could also render the final image once all the primitives
corresponding to the logical tiles had been transformed and sorted. This limitation could
significantly increase the system latency.
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4.2.7 RealityEngine
RealityEngine is a massively parallel computer graphics architecture developed by SGI.
SGI classified RealityEngine (Figure 4.2) as their third-generation design primarily for
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Figure 4.2: RealityEngine block diagram. Board-level block diagram of an intermediate
configuration consisting of 8 Geometry Engines, 2 raster memory boards, and a display
generator board.
Engine performed multiple instruction, multiple component processing and required
hand-
coded assembly code to extract the greatest performance. Texturemapping renderes images
that are highly visually interesting and looked more realistic. PixelFlow rendered texture
mapped images but RealityEngine provided expansive support in the hardware to gener
ate such detailed images. Fragment Generators incorporated were fixed-function pipeline
unit and performed the initial generation of fragments, generation of the coverage mask,
texture address generation, texture lookup, texture sample filtering, texture modulation of
the fragment color and fog computation and blending. RealityEngine also supported 1-
and 3-dimension texture maps and thus could be used to render volumetric images. An
tialiasing becomes mandatory when rendering texture-mapped images. Antialiasing could
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be performed either by single-pass (PixelFlow did not support this menthod) or multi-pass
antialiasing methods. Unlike PixelFlow, RealityEngine separated the transformation and
fragment generation rates. This made possible the fine tuning of the architecture for unbal
anced rendering requirements. Image Engines were assigned a fixed subset of the pixels
in the framebuffer. Unlike PixelFlow, all the different functional blocks running in parallel
could complete the final image as soon as the last primitive was rendered by the Image
Engine. The color component resolution was increased from 8-bits to 12-bits to eliminate
visible banding and support for substantial framebuffer composition. RealityEngine used
both object parallelism and image parallelism to achieve very high performance rates. Ob
ject parallelism implies partitioning either the geometric description of the scene where
vertices of a geometric primitive are processed independently by different processors in
parallel or the associated object space where different geometric primitives are processed
independently by different processors in parallel. Image parallelism splits the image space
as fragments where each fragment is processed independently by different processor in
parallel.
4.2.8 InfiniteReality
The InfiniteReality [39] graphics system architecture shown in Figure 4.3 was designed
with the primary goal of real-time application performance. The architecture was devel
oped as a superset of RealityEngine graphics system. Unlike previous mentioned designs
where display list processing had been handled by the host processor, InfiniteReality intro
duced local display list processing by the graphics subsystem to eliminate host to graphics
I/O bottlenecks. RealityEngine and previous architectures distributed primitives among
different Geometry Engines using round-robin mechanism. As the Geometry Engines op
erated in anMIMD arrangement, InfiniteReality extended the support for least-busy distrib
ution mechanism which offered performance advantage over ubiquitous round-robin mech
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Figure 4.3: InfiniteReality Engine block diagram. Board-level block diagram of Infinite-
Reality Engine with maximum support for 4 Geometry Engines, 4 Raster Memory baords,
and a Display Generator board with 8 output channels.
with four stage pipelined arithmetic units executing pixel-components in SIMD arrange
ment. The screen-space primitives were then input to the Raster Memory board which
comprised of a Fragment Generator and eighty Image Engines. Unlike previous architec
tures, the Fragment Generators in InfinteReality assembled screen-space primitives (trian
gle setup) and computed parameter slopes. The performance of InfiniteReality graphics
system made possible the use of very large texture databases by introducing a representa
tion called clip-map, and multipass rendering techniques to implement reflections, shad
ows and spotlights effects. A clip-map can significantly reduce the storage requirements
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for very large textures while multipass rendering techniques can enhance visual realism.
The display generator board provided support for flexible and software controlled video
architecture that could drive upto eight autonomous display output channels. To counter
act fill-rate bottlenecks, InfiniteReality graphics system introduced dynamic video resizing
where the scene is rendered to the frame-buffer at a potentially reduced resolution such
that primitives are drawn in less than one frame time. Despite the success of MIMD ar
chitectures, SIMD systems offered a simpler programming model. This is owing to the
fact that MIMD systems imposes a burden on applications and operating systems, which
must be able to cope with the arrival of data at unpredictable intervals and in arbitrary
order. This often resulted in the design of complex and cumbersome communication and
buffering protocols rendering software overheads. SIMD systems operating in the
lock-
step fashion virtually eliminates these overheads. Also, it is often possible to structure
algorithms as several distinct functional blocks, each of which operates on a uniform data
type. The rendering pipeline maps naturally onto this structure, and the regularity of the
data structures within each phase leads to uniform operations, providing a good fit with the
SIMD programming paradigm. Finally, SIMD architectures usually contain thousands of
simple processing elements. Because of their sheer numbers, good performance can often
be achieved even though processors may not be fully utilized [12].
4.2.9 Graphics Software Libraries
The realm of computer graphics applications was growing but there was no real coordi
nated effort to develop hardware independent graphics software libraries that could be used
to render simple or complex scenes effeciently. All the above mentioned graphics sys
tem designs were developed independently without any coersion towards industry standard
compliance. These graphics systems could not be implemented on a variety of platforms
with a range of graphical capabilities. There existed several independent standards most
notably PHIGS (Programmer's Hierarchical Interactive Graphics System), PHIGS+, PEX
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(PHIGS extension to X window system) [15] that could render 2D or 3D objects on lim
ited graphics systems with limited graphical capabilities making program portability
prob-
lemetic. Also we have mentioned that it required considerable knowledge and expertise
to program graphical applications effeciently and was mostly carried out by the
systems'
designers. OpenGL developed by SGI is an emerging graphics standard. It is a low-level
graphics library specification that provides advanced rendering features while maintaining
a simple and flexible programming model. OpenGL is rendering-only, so it is independent
of the methods by which the user input and other window or non-window system functions
are achieved, making the rendering portions of the graphical program that uses OpenGL
platform and operating system independent.
4.2.10 Streaming CPU Extensions
PixelFlow, RealityEngine, InfiniteReality, etc represented massively parallel graphics ar
chitectures with varied range of capabilities. However, the above mentioned graphics ar
chitectures were accessible at very high cost for special-purposes. Technological advance
ments in the VLSI technology made possible visual realism experience for desktop personal
computers by incorporating SIMD arrangement in the general-purpose processor designs.
Intel Corporation introduced MMX technology for multimedia applications. MMX tech
nology exploited SIMD, where a single instruction operates over multiple data elements in
parallel. MMX technology extended the scalar integer instructions into SIMD versions and
included add, subtract, multiply, compare and shift instructions to process data in parallel.
AMD extended the SIMD concept by inventing 3DNow! technology to reduce the bottle
neck for floating point intensive multimedia applications. 3DNow! technology introduced a
shared multimedia unit which included a single instruction, multiple-data (SIMD) floating
point adder, a shared SIMD MMX and 3DNow! multiplier, a reciprocal or an square-root
approximation unit, and an MMX shifter [41]. Motorola developed Altivec technology
providing a richer set of floating point SIMD instructions set than previously available in
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desktop computers. Motorola's Altivec design offered 128-bit datapath, Permute unit offer
ing more complex data re-organization and thus enabling higher data parallelism (SIMD),
more arithmetic functional units for simultaneous execution, data prefetch for hiding mem
ory latency and special instructions like multiply-add which is widely used in DSP and
media applications [45]. Intel further added extensions like SSE, SSE2 and later SSE3 to
achieve higher performance when running floating-point compute intensive calculations.
All these different graphics architectures were a part of fixed-function graphics render
ing pipeline offering limited user-programmablility. A fixed-function graphics rendering
pipeline could only implement a limited set of predefined algorithms. In order to provide
the developers the ability of creating more visually enhanced realistic images, the
fixed-
function pipeline was replaced by the programmable graphics hardware [32]. Present
generation graphics hardware has fully programable vertex and fragment processors. The
following block diagram as in Figure 4.4 gives an illustration of the computer system ar
chitecture.
In the next section we give a detailed explanation of programmable graphics hardware.
4.3 Programmable Graphics Hardware
In this section we describe the user-programmable vertex and fragment engine. We also
describe the GPU programmaing model and discuss the design in the areas of input, output,
data path, and instruction set architecture.
4.3.1 Vertex Processor
Vertex shaders provide a programmable way to modify values associated with each poly
gon's vertex, such as it's color, texture coordinates, and position. A typical vertex shader
seen in Nvidia 6 Series GPUs is shown in Figure 4.5. The need for such a component arose
from the need of generating more visual realistic graphically rendered objects. The ver





















Figure 4.4: Overall system architecture. The diagram illustrates different components
of the PC hardware with the associated data flow. GPU communicates with the CPU via
the North Bridge. Recent advances in the bus architecture in the form of PCI-X and PCI
Express has enabled higher data rate flow between the GPU and the CPU.
pipeline. Vertex shader can be written in assembly language in order to render maximum
performance or in an high-level shading language, for instance, Cg [34], Sh [36], or
HLSL. The instructions of vertex shader program have access to four different memory lo
cations: the per-vertex data of an incoming vertex, constant memory, temporary registers,
and per-vertex output-registers. Each one of these memory locations stores a collection
of four-dimensional vectors; each component of such a vector is a 32bit, signed floating
point number. These float-vectors represent a combination of positional data (xyzw), tex
ture coordinates (uvwq), colors (rgba), or simply a collection of four scalars (abed). The
per-vertex data memory contains per-vertex data such as model-space vertex-coordinates,
vertex color, and texture coordinates. It is only a read-only memory where only the appli


























Figure 4.5: GeForce 6 Series Vertex shader block diagram. Vertex processor has a
separate functional unit for scalar and vector data. The vertex texture fetch unit helps to
fetch data from any of the memory locations: constant memory, temporary registers, and
per-vertex output registers. The recent addition has been the Branch unit which enables
the vertex processor to perform scatter operation where it can write results to computed
memory address locations.
per-frame and/or per-object, for example, light properties, transformation matrices, or ma
terial properties. Temporary registers are used to store intermediate results generated by
vertex shader. Per-vertex output registers contain results generated by the vertex shader.
Clip-space vertex-coordinates, diffuse and specular color, and texture coordinates are typ
ical outputs. These per-vertex output registers are write-only and feed into the rest of the
graphics pipeline. The vertex shader allows us the possibility of exploiting SIMD as com
putations for every vertex is independent of the others. Vertex shaders can increase the
speed of algorithms that compute more elaborate lighting models. They can calculate val
ues that slowly change over the surface,
and the hardware will then interpolate such values.
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With the flexibility of the vertex shaders developers are able to perform more advanced
operations including:
Procedural geometry




Real-time modifications of the perspective view (lens effects, underwater effect)
Advanced lighting models
Initial steps in displacement mapping procedure
Some of the recent changes to the vertex processor (Nvidia GeForce 6 Series) instruc
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Figure 4.6: GeForce 6 Series fragment processor. The figure illustrates the fragment
processor and texture pipeline operating in concert to apply a shader program to each frag
ment independently.
4.3.2 Fragment Processor
Fragment processors (Figure 4.6) provides a flexible way of creating realistic goemetric
models with many different effects. A program or fragment shader is created with set of
instructions that operate on a set of constants, interpolated values, and retrieved texture
values to generate a pixel color, and an optionnally alpha value. More recently, they can
also provide the ability of general dependent texture reads where the texture coordinates
are computed and then used by the fragment or pixel shader to fetch the data from the tex
ture memory, also known as gather operation. Fragment processors operate in an SIMD
fashion, where processing is performed on four-element vectors (input elements) in paral
lel. Fragment processors are not capable of scatter operation, where data is written to a
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computed memory address by the fragment shader or program. A pixel or fragment shader
(program) is written to execute on these fragment processor. In a typical fragment pro
gram, it has three sets of inputs: the interpolated diffuse and specular colors and alphas,
eight or more constants, and four or more texture coordinates. Each of these input is a
vector of upto four elements. After performing the arithmetic operations, the results
from
the fragment shader are written on the framebuffer or on the framebuffer object attached
texture images for feedback purposes.
Some of the recent changes to the vertex processor (Nvidia GeForce 6 Series) instruc
tion set can be briefly enumerated as:
Increased instruction count.
Multiple render targets.
Dynamic flow control or branching.
Indexing of attributes.
Upto ten full-function attributes.
Centroid Sampling.
Support for floating point 32 and 16 internal precision.
Next we descibe the graphics memory which is fundamentally different than the system
main memory, and has played a vital role in using GPU for general-purpose computations.
4.3.3 GraphicsMemory
Another component of the graphics rendering pipeline that has evolved over the last sev
eral years is the texture memory unit (Figure 4.7). Texture unit is the read-only memory
interface to the vertex and fragment processors. Output can be written to the memory on
the GPU in three different ways: first, written to the framebuffer memory that can be dis
played; second, render-to-texture
also known as write-only memory interface mechanism
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to implement feedback of GPU output to input withuot going back to the host processor;
third, as an indirect feedback in the form of copy-to-texture, which requires a copy from
one location in the GPU's memory to another. Memory reads and writes are fundamentally
different on the GPU. Memory reads are provided by the texture unit while memory writes
are provided through render-to-texture unit. Also, GPU memory can be accessed only in
the form of streams. The three types of streams available to the GPU programmer are ver
tex streams, framebuffer streams, and texture streams. There is another stream type called
as the fragment stream, but it is produced and consumed entirely within the GPU. Over the
last couple of years, we have seen video graphics cards providing ample memory storage
space to render some quality images. The texture memory is capable of storing images in
ID, 2D or 3D formats. Recently, supported has been added to support the image formats
for non-power-of-two (NPOT) textures. These NPOT find exclusive use in scientific and
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Figure 4.7: GPU memory hierarchy. GPU has its own set of caches, registers and mass
storage area to accelerate data access during computation. However, in order to operate the
data, the programmer needs to copy the data from the system memory to the GPU texture
memory also known as the video RAM
or VRAM. The texture memory can support ID,
2D and 3D data formats. The fastest data access is achieved with 2D data format as the
texture memory has native support for this format.
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4.3.4 GPU ProgrammingModel
So far we have described main programmable components of the GPU. Here we present
the description of the programming model and discuss the data flow within the GPU.
Precision and Data Type
The GeForce FX and GeForce 6 Series GPUs support 32-bit and 16-bit floating point for
mats (called float and half, respectively). The float data type is like IEEE single precision
floating point format, with an s23e8 format. The half is also IEEE like, in an sl0e5 format.
Normally, in graphics applications, half data type delivers higher performance than float
data type. However, the introduction of float data type is also a major reason of porting
more scientific and engineering applications to the GPU. The common data type in 3D
graphics are 3 and 4 component vectors, for example position, normal, texture coordinates
and colors. Therefore, the basic data type is written as quad-float vector in the form of
(x,y,z,w).
Scalar and Vector Handling
GPU programming model provides a novel technique of packing similar data types as vec
tors and then operating on them to exploit data parallelism. This is also known as scalar
packing and often within the graphics pipeline, scalar and vector are mixed together and
operated upon at the same time. In order to grant more flexibility and achieve better per
formance, swizzle operations were also allowed were scalar components can be arbitrarily
rearranged or replicated, and also within a vector, only a part of the vector or components
can be operated upon while the rest can keep their original values intact. But poor packing




The GPU data flow can be compactly described as:
First, commands, textures and vertex data are recieved through the shared buffers
from the host CPU. The CPU sends these commands and data that initializes the
GPU state.
The vertex processor fetch unit parses these commands and reads the vertices refer
enced by the commands.
Vertices are then grouped into primitives, which are points, lines ot triangles. Also
part of the primitives that are not visible are removed and the data is setup for the
rasterization stage.
The rasterization stage computes which pixels are covered by each sample, and as
sociates appropriate depth and color information with each sample or fragments.
The data or fragments from the rasterization stage is passed to the fragment proces
sors which provide the final level of detail to each pixel mapped on the screen.
In the final pass, the pixels pass through the fog stage which is often used in graphics
applications to render the image highly realistic. The final image is either written
to the framebuffer which could be the screen or stored in the framebuffer attached
texture memory object. This framebuffer attached texture memory objects can be
used for reading back the data as in a feedback loop.
So far we have studied GPU architecture, when used as a graphics pipeline. Over
the last few years, there has been tremendous effort by the researches of using GPU as
a stream co-processor owing to the availability of large amount of programmable float
ing point power and memory bandwidth, which can be exploited for compute intensive
scientific and engineering applications. In the next section, we focus on using GPU for
non-graphical applications, which is the main theme of our thesis.
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4.4 GPU for Non-Graphics Operations
As stated in the previous section, that current generation of GPU can be viewed as having
two user-programmable stages. These two blocks: vertex processor and fragment processor
are designed to exploit instruction-level parallelism, data parallelism and task parallelism.
Both the computing blocks offer support for floating point 32 and 16 precision.
In order to use the GPU for non-graphics applications, we need to write our applica
tion either as a vertex or fragment program. This means that performing a general-purpose
computation leading to a numerical result can be viewed as computing a color value (also
known as ahading) of a vertex or pixel. The vertex and fragment both needs access to the
data in the same way data is accessed on the CPU. This is provided by the texture unit
which act as a random-access data fetch unit and provides very high memory bandwidth.
The transfer of data from the main sstem memory to the GPU texture memory is a cause
of concern for GPUs, as it is hindered by the AGP or PCI Express data-bandwidth bottle
neck. This makes programmable GPUs ideal for applications with high arithmetic intensity.
However, there are several issues when performing general-purpose computations on the
GPU and they can be summarized as:
Data transfer between CPU and GPU is hindered by the data-limited bandwidth.
Current GPUs provide IEEE like precision and this could be trickier when imple
menting scientific computations on them.
The developer needs to be aware of graphics pipeline when writing general-purpose
applications on the GPU.
Also lack of standardization makes the job of the developer even more cumbersome.
This chapter discussed different GPU architectures and the current generation of user-
programmable GPU architecture. It detailed about the different computing blocks present
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in the latest generation of GPUs and provides an explanation why GPUs are being ex
ploited for general-purpose computations. In the next chapter we discuss some of the ma
jor general-purpose applications ported to GPUs and presents the background work that




In recent years, there has been an upsurge of developing high-performance general-purpose
scientific and engineering applications on programmable graphics hardware [1], [1]. The
goal of these efforts is to accelerate the simulation of the particles on the GPU to achieve
performance gain in terms of real-time speed, while maintaining physical accuracy. In
the last chapter we saw that GPUs exposes stream processing architecture, which renders
support for multi-level parallelism (concurrency) and also exposes inherent data locality
by partitioning communication and data storage structures. With the advent of program
mable GPUs, efforts have been made to map high-performance computing applications
to the GPU, eg. scientific computations like FFTs, linear algebra solvers, differential
equations solvers, multi-grid solvers and applications to fluid dynamics, visual simula
tion, ice crystals; geometric computations like Voronoi diagrams, distance computation,
motion planning, collision detection, object reconstruction, visibility; advanced rendering
like ray-tracing, radiosity, photon mapping, sub-surface scattering, shadows; and database
operations on aggregates, predicates, Boolean combinations, selection queries for large
databases Ref. [1].
In this chapter we visit some of these applications and look at the work that motivated










Figure 5.1: Matrix Multiplication. Performance ofmultiplying square matrices on differ
ent hardware.
5.1 Fast Matrix Multiplies using Graphics Hardware
Matrix-matrix multiplication was performed using a parallel processing algorithm on
low-
cost graphics hardware. The parallel processing algorithm performs matrix-matrix mul
tiplication using SIMD. In this paper [25], the authors visualize this algorithm on the
graphics hardware. Texture maps are used to store elements of matrix A and B. Multi-
texturing is used to represent multiplication between elements of A and B. Finally we use
blend operation to sum all the individual element multiplication. This final sum matrix is
displayed on the screen (stored in framebuffer) from where it is transferred to the main
memory in order to be analyzed for results. Thus this paper outlines general-purpose paral
lel processing on GPUs. However, the computation only provided integer arithmetic owing
to the hardware limitation. Owing to this limitation, serious comparisons were not made,
however this computation on GPUs can provide enormous performance gains as they don't
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suffer from limitations of memory system. However, more recent work [14] (Figure 5.1),
showed that huge performance gains can be achieved using GPUs formatrix
multiplication.
5.2 Physically-based Visual Simulation on Graphics Hard
ware
Coupled Map Lattice (CML) is a standard practice for solving real-world dynamic phe
nomena. CML uses a set of simple local operations to model complex global behavior.
CML is a transformation from the continuous real-world (dynamic) state to discrete nodes
on the lattice that interact with other nodes on the lattice according to pre-determined rules.
Graphics hardware (GPU) not only offers a natural environment for rendering such a be
havior because lattice nodes can be mapped to array indices of texture maps but also ren
ders fast such a dynamic behavior. In this paper [22] (Figure 5.2), authors provide a
detailed implementation of some commonly used CML techniques (numerical algorithms
for initial-value partial differential equations) needed to render dynamic phenomena (cloud
formation, boiling water simulation, etc) on the graphics hardware. In the implementation,
the framebuffer is used to store intermediate values and the textures serve as main memory
for state storage. The CML operation is divided into 3 stages: setup graphics hardware,
one-to-one mapping from texture to screen and final state stored in texture called as
render-
copy (divided into 4 steps: Neighbor Sampling, Computation on Neighbors, New State
Computation, and State Update). Thus, this paper outlines using graphics hardware for
solving partial differential equations to model dynamic state phenomena with performance
gain of up to 25 times. However, limitations observed were due to limited floating point
arithmetic support (in vertex and pixel shader) and rounding-off errors generated due to the
conversion of unsigned numbers into signed numbers for computation purposes.
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Iterations Per Second
Resolution Software GeForce 3 GeForce 4 Speedup
64x64 266.5 1252.9 1752.5 4.7 / 6.6
128x128 61.8 679.0 926.6 11.0/15.0
256x256 13.9 221.3 286.6 15,9/20.6
512x512 3.3 61.2 82.3 18.5/24.9
1024x1024 .9 15.5 21.6 17.2/24
32x32x32 25.5 104.3 145.8 4.1/5.7
64x64x64 3.2 37.2 61.8 11.6/19.3
128x128x128 .4 NA 8.3 NA / 20.8
Figure 5.2: CML Performance Comparison. A speed comparison of our hardware CML
boiling simulation to a software version.
5.3 GROMACS
GROMACS is a molecular dynamics method that provides extremely high performance
compared to all other molecular dynamics programs. Molecular dynamics predicts how
proteins assemble themselves, which determine how they operate in biological systems
by simulating the dynamics of large molecules using Newton's equation of motion for
the atoms. The non-bonded forces computation on a CPU accounts for 90 95% of the
total simulation runtime. The above mentioned method modified the original algorithm
to perform all non-bonded force calculations on the GPU using Brook, a high-level GPU
programming language to achieve twice as much computation as the CPU implementation.
The atoms are grouped together as molecules and a common neighbor list is created for
such molecules. These neighbor lists are then transferred over to the GPU where non-
bonded force computations are performed.
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5.4 Particle-Mesh iV-BodyMethod on GraphicsHardware
An A<"-Body simulation uses numerical integration techniques (based on Newton's laws of
motion) to approximate the evolution of a system of N bodies whose mutual interactions
are governed by a potential function. Harris et al. [1] propose a new method similar in
approach to the particle-mesh strategy to calculate potential function on every body with
half-precision floating-point values. The new method relies on the notion of array addition
for superposition of potential fields, linear interpolation for arbitrary, and partial derivatives
to determine the force from the potential field. The basic idea behind this approach is
to sample the potential field of a single particle on a regular grid. However, the biggest
disadvantage of using mesh-based methods are that they have difficulties handling non
uniform particle distributions and thus offers limited resolution.
In this thesis, we explore A"-Body method for galaxy evolution based on treecodes
as the tree structures partition the mass distribution into a hierarchy of localized regions,
so that when calculating the force on a given particle, the tree region near the particle
in consideration is explored in more detail than the more distant regions. Furthermore,
treecodes are gridless and have no preferred geometry or orientation and totally relies on
the available particles distribution.
5.5 Radiosity on Graphics Hardware
Radiosity is a widely used technique for global illumination and recently, it has been im
plemented on the GPU to run at interactive rates [11]. [11] exploited the computational
power and programmability of modern graphics hardware.
The hierarchical subdivision radiosity algorithm is based on the hierarchical Af-Body
problem. The A^-Body problem shares many similarities with the radiosity problem which
suggest that these ideas can lead to an increase in performance on the GPU. In both the N-
Body and the radiosity problem, there are
n{n1)/2 pairs of interactions. Moreover, just as
the magnitude of the form-factor between two patches falls off as 1/r2, the gravitational or
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electromagnetic forces also fall off as 1/r2. However, there are several differences between
the two implementations. One major difference between the two problems is the manner
in which the hierarchical data structures are formed. The radiosity algorithm begins with
a few large polygons and subdivides them into smaller and smaller patches. Our A^-Body
algorithm begins with n particles and cluster them into larger and larger groups. Another
difference is that radiosity problem is inherently non-linear because of occlusion where
intervening opaque surfaces can block the transport of light between the two surfaces. The
Af-Body problem on the other hand is linear and takes advantage of linear superposition,
the principle of superposition states that the potential due to a cluster of particles is the sum
of the potentials of the individual particles. Finally, the radiosity problem is based on an
integral equation, whereas the A^-Body problem is based on a differential equation.
5.6 Ray Tracing on GPU
Purcell et al. [42] showed that the entire raytracing process can be implemented on a
programmable GPU using a uniform grid acceleration data structure arguing that the uni
form grid enables constant-time access to the grid cells and takes advantage of coherence
using the blocked memory system of the GPU. Work by Foley et al. [16] challenged the
idea of using uniform grid acceleration structures for GPU-based raytracers. They demon
strated kd-tree traversal algorithms suitable for GPU implementation and integrated it into
a streaming raytracer. Lars et al. [46] did an elaborate study of GPU-based raytracing
methods. They compared GPU based traversal of kd-tree and uniform acceleration grids
with a novel bounding volume hierarchy traversal scheme. All these works have similar
motivation to that of our thesis, in that they translate the high-performance compuation
from the CPU to the GPU. The data structure is created on the CPU and buffered over to
the GPU for traversal and computations. These works have been possible because of the
increasing flexibility and programmability of the GPU. The problem of galaxy evolution
is one of the grand challenge problems, and typically implemented on vector machines
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or parallel processors. We describe an implementation of the Barnes-Hut treecode on the
GPU, a hierarchical A^-Body method based on the stream programming model. Our work
takes advantage of the fragment programs, dynamic flow control, single precision floating
point operations, the floating point texture and the multiple floating point render targets
(framebuffer objects) of the latest generation GPUs.
5.7 Octree Textures on the GPU
Texture mapping is a very efficient technique of enriching visual appearance of polygonal
models with details. Textures not only store color information, but also other necessary
details like normals for bump mapping and other attributes to create appealing surface ef
fects. However, texture mapping on complex meshes leads to distortions and artifacts due
to 2D parametrization where a 2D texture coordinate is associated with every mesh vertex.
The 2D parameterization errors can be eliminated by defining the texture inside a volume
enclosing the object, thus storing color where the surface intersects the volume. 3D hi
erarchical data structures named octree textures have been used to efficiently store color
information along a mesh surface without texture coordinates [19]; [7]. [27] presented a
new interactive method to texture complex geometries using sprites stored in a 3D hierar
chical structure called octree textures surrounding the object's surface. The authors were
able to render complex geometries at very high resolution, while using little memory and
without the need for a global planar parametrization. They have also implemented octree
textures on the GPU to demonstrate a surface painting application where they store color
information along a mesh surface, and a non-physical simulation of liquid flowing along
a surface in which they demostrate using an octree structure to simulate on GPU liquid
flowing along a mesh. The authors also argue the importance of converting octree texture
into a standard 2D texture as GPU natively supports 2D textures.
In this chapter we saw wide range of areas where GPUs have been successfully used
to enhance performance. We also introduced other works that motivated us to implement
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Barnes-Hut N-Body method on the graphics hardware. In the next chapter, we finally
explain our strategy to implement Barnes-Hut on the GPU. We give a
detailed account of




We now explain how to map the hierarchical octree structure in the texture memory, and
how to traverse it on the GPU. We provide a complete Barnes-Hut treecode solution on the
GPU. This is implemented in a fragment program or pixel shader executed per-pixel on the
GPU.
Hierarchical data structures such as octrees that form the basis of the Barnes-Hut treecode,
is most commonly obtained by a recursive subdivision of space. A cubical root node is used
to encompass the full mass distribution, which is repeatedly subdivided into eight daughter
nodes of half the side-length each, until one finally ends up with the leaf nodes containing
lone particles. The force is computed on each particle by traversing the tree, i.e. starting at
the root node, the multipole accesibility criterion is checked. If the answer to this criterion
is 'yes', the multipole force is used and the walk along this branch of tree can be terminated,
otherwise, the node is opened, which means that its daughter nodes are considered in turn.
This process is followed till we traverse the entire tree structure. In the next section we
describe our complete Barnes-Hut treecode algorithm on the GPU. We present an overview




We summarize the overall Barnes-Hut treecode algorithm on the GPU in this section. The
complete Barnes-Hut treecode simulation of the evolution of galaxies is depicted in the
flowchart drawn in Figure 6.1. Simulating Barnes-Hut treecode on the GPU follows these
steps:
We flatten our octree structure into a 2D texture [31]; [29]; [21].
We pack the relevant information from the octree structure in two separate 2D 1 28-
bit 4-component floating point texture keeping the neighboring relationship of the
original model. We also create 128-bit 4-component 2D textures to store particles
position and velocity coordinates.
We attach three 128-bit 4-component floating point textures, and bind them as to
serve as logical buffer, or render target buffer to store new particle position, ve
locity and acceleration coordinates. In order to render to a texture, we use the
EXT_render_target extension, which is simpler to use and more efficient in terms
of performance and speed. These attached framebuffer textures along with the po
sition and velocity coordinates textures switch back and forth (ping-pong buffers)
between them to store the results of the time-step during the simulation.
During the simulation, textures are updated dynamically at every time-step by bind
ing to the framebuffer.
In the present generation GPUs, it is most efficient to use RGBA texture. Each
RGBA texel has 4 channels, hence can store upto 4 scalars or a vector with upto
4 components. The fragment program performs on each pixel stored in the position
coordinate texture and traverses the tree to generate new particle particle position and


























Figure 6. 1 : Algorithm. Simulation of evolution of galaxies algorithm overview on the
GPU.
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Figure 6.2: Octree. Starting with the root node, the node is divided everytime it contains
more than one particle into equal spaces. The process is repeatedly until we reach the
desired tree depth or if there is only one particle present inside that node/cell.
6.2 Octree Construction
Our octree data structure is built offline on the CPU shown in Figure 6.2. Creating an oc
tree or any hierarchical data structure directly on the GPU is very difficult, mainly because
of dynamic memory allocation and pointer creation which is not yet available in the GPU
programming model. In a dynamic tree creation process, we only specify the maximum
tree depth which in our case is upto 32 levels. We then dynamically allocate memory to
provide space for loading particles. The primary reason for dynamic memory allocation is
to conserve memory space as static allocation is not only an unlikely viable solution, but
also totally inefficient. Any static allocation using arrays would require space of the order
of atleast
831
for an octree with maximum depth of 32 levels. Also, the pointer arithmetic
requires a scatter operation, which is not possible on todays GPU (fragment processors).
Fragment processors on the GPU are only capable of gather operation. Furthermore, the
tree creation process is a recursive (sequential) process and does not fit well on the GPU
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(stream programming model) as they are designed to take advantage of data level paral
lelism.
The primary data structure used in the code is an eight-way tree composed of bodies
and cells (Appendix A). Bodies form the leaves of the tree while the internal nodes are
represented by cells. Node structure is common to the bodies and cells, and contain in
formation like mass and position vector for both bodies and cells. Body structure contains
velocity and acceleration vector, and potential force for each body. Cell structure represents
the internal eight-way branchings of the tree and stores information like the critical radius
of the cell, number of particles in the cell, cell size, cell centers of all the cells.
The initial particle position, particle velocity and their masses can be either generated
using the Plummer model or loaded from a data file. Plummer model is a special case for
distributing bodies (globular clusters or heavenly bodies) in space such that no two bodies
occupy the same position or have the same set of coordinates. The currrent positions of
the particles are then used to determine the dimensions of the root cell which encompasses
all the particles. Since particles move between time-steps, the bounding box or root cell
dimensions may change and needs to be computed every time-step. Now, the tree is con
structed by adding particles one by one into the initially empty root cell, and subdividing
a cell into its daughter nodes as soon as it contains more than single particle [6]. The
resultant tree structure contains internal nodes which are space cells and leaves contain in
dividual particles. Each cell may hold the addresses of upto 8 daughter nodes, which may
be either cells or particles. The tree is then completed together to form a directed graph,
which could be traversed starting from the root cell out towards the leaves. Since n parti
cles are loaded into an empty tree, and since the expected height of the tree when the ith
particle is loaded is logi, the expected computational complexity of the tree construction
process is nlogn. The expected computational complexity of this phase is 0(n) [47]. This
whole process of tree creation and computing the cell centers takes about 5 7% of the
overall execution time of the Barnes-Hut treecode simulation.
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6.3 iV3-tree memory map on the GPU
Root 1
Figure 6.3: Octree mapped to 2D texture. The diagram pictorially represents how an
octree is converted into a 2D mesh structure which is then stored in the GPU texture mem
ory. The different colors in the diagram represent nodes belonging to different levels of the
octree. For instance, the first black colored square/node represents the first daughter node
of the root cell. This daughter node then branches off to its daughter node which are high
lighted as grey in color. The second node in this series branches off to its daughter nodes
depicted by purple colored nodes. Similarly, all the different colored nodes represent nodes
belonging to different levels of the tree. Nodes which are of the same color belong to the
same parent and are neighbors or siblings in relation to each other. The figure represents
mapping of the octree depicted in Figure 6.2.
The octree created on the CPU is a dynamic sparse data structure as it is updated every
time-step by the CPU. This can be stored on the GPU in several different ways as illustrated
by [27], [43], [29], [28], [26]. In order to make the most efficient use of the limited
GPU memory, and to minimize the bandwidth cost of the kernels, we propose to map our
octree on the GPU as a flattened 2D array using several packed data structures as shown
in Figure 6.3. We preferred to store our data structures as 2D textures maps on the GPU
memory because:
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Barnes-Hut treecode simulation requires atleast single precision floating point sup
port.
Better storage efficiency as compared to 3D textures.
2D texture arrays allow us to update the entire octree structure in a single rendering
pass.
As implemented (Appendix B), we only store relevant information needed for tree
trav-
eral on the GPU. We create 4 128-bit 2D floating point textures to store this relevant in
formation on the GPU as shown in Figure 6.4. Each node inMassAddressNode represents
a cell in the octree on the CPU. MassAddressNode contains all the relevant information
needed to traverse to the next level on the GPU. mass determines if the node is a cell or a
body, parent as the name signifies determines the parent of the current node, child deter
mines the first child of the current cell, neighbor determines the sibling of the current node
(could point to a cell or a body), parent, child, neighbor are the indices of the array instead
of pointers (as on CPU). We attempt to pack these variables in the same texel to reduce the
number of textures to be activated and the number of texture fetches. This also improves
data locality as well as the cache coherence of the textures.
These array indices are known when mapping the tree onto implicit array representa
tion. This array representation is also known as sequential representation because it allows
a tree to be implemented in a contiguous block ofmemory (an array) rather than via point
ers connecting widely separated nodes. We modify this array representation to allocate an
array element if and only if it represents a node of the tree. We create this 2D array first
on the CPU and then map it onto the GPU.
"PositionCritNode"
(Appendix B) has one-one
correspondence with
"MassAddressTextureNode"
(Appendix B). "xaxis", "yaxis",
"zaxis"
forms the position vector of the cell center or the center-of-mass the cell. In case, the cur
rent node is a body, xaxis, yaxis, xaxis forms the position vector of the body or particle.
"rcrit2"
is the critical radius of the cell or zero if it points to a body or particle. We also
create textures to store particle position vector, potential and velocity vector.
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Figure 6.4: 2D textures on the GPU. The figure shows different data structures mapped
on the GPU. MassAddressTexture and PositionRcritTexture contains information as stored
in the octree on the CPU. The information is divided into two data structures as the pixels
can only store worth 128-bits on the GPU in the texture memory. MassAddressTexture
and PositionRcritTexture has one-to-one direct mapping with the octree on the CPU, which
means that the data cells in each of the data structures can be mapped to nodes on the oc
tree. This is pictorially represented by painting cells by identical colors. ParticlePhiTexture
and VelocityTexture contains information specific to the particles or leaves stored in the oc
tree. They do not contain information related with the internal nodes on the octree. Again
they are divided into separate data structures as the pixels can only store 128-bit informa
tion. ParticlePositionPhiTexture and VelocityTexture are painted with identical colors to




GPUs have multiple fragment processors. They are fully programmable and operate in
SIMD mode on the input elements, processing four element vectors in parallel. For
general-
purpose applications on the GPU, the fragment processors are typically used more heavily
than the vertex processors because: first, there are more fragment processors than vertex
processors; second, the output of the fragment processors can be stored directly into the
memory; third, the values stored in the texture memory can be read directly by the fragment
processors. The stream programming model allows GPU to execute kernels in parallel,
thus process many data elements simultaneously. This data parallelism ensures that the
computation on one stream element cannot affect the computation on another element in
the same stream. As a result of this, the only values that can be used in the computation
of a kernel are the inputs to that kernel and global memory or texture memory reads. This
data parallelism is the most fundamental reason to the speedup offered by GPUs over serial
processors. Current GPUs have restrictions in their programming model. But slowly, GPU
vendors are relaxing these restrictions and providing options to utilize them for tasks other
than simply feed-forward traingle rendering. Some of the recent developments in the GPU
programming model are full-pixel branching support, support for multiple render targets,
and infinite length pixel programs. In a typical implementation on the CPU, the force on a
particle can be approximated by making a recursive traverse of the tree structure starting at
the root cell and exploring different parts of the tree at different levels of resolution. The
force computation using recursive algorithm can be expressed as:
The recursive requires the use of stack to keep successive generations of local vari
ables and parameters.
Each time that a recursive function is entered, a new allocation of its variables is








Figure 6.5: Tree traversal. Tree traversal kernel starts with the root node stored in the
MassAddressTexture. It traverses to the first daughter node and based on theMAC traverses
further down that node if it is a cell, else traverses to its neighbor. Once the entire tree
traversal is completed, the tree traversal kernel comes back to the root node (starting point).
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Any reference to a local variable or parameter is through the current top of the stack.
When the function returns, the stack is popped, the top allocation is freed, and the
previous allocation becomes the current stack top to be used for referencing local
variables.
GPU programming model is still not completely developed. Features supporting more
general-purpose computations are regularly added to it's programming model. Currently,
GPU programming model does not support stack programming. We cannot write and read
the same value during the same rendering pass, thus making recursive algorithms ineffi
cient. Once the tree is structured as an implicit array representation in texture memory, we
access it from a fragment program. The tree is traversed for every particle by the fragment
program. Details about different data structures storing the information about the octree
can be referred from Appendix B. Here we describe in detail the tree traversal using the
fragment program written using ARB_fragment_program:
Suppose we traverse the tree for particle p (RGBA value) stored in the
"ParticlePo-
sitionPhiTextureA/B". The tree traversal starts from the root node and successively
visits all the nodes in the tree depending on multipole accessibility criterion (Figure
6.5).
The tree traversal is initialized with Root = (0,0) which corresponds to the tree
root index and is used to fetch information stored as RGBA value from the texture
"MassAddressTexture".
"MassAddressTexture"
is 128-bit 4-component floating
point texture. This texture contains information like mass of the current node which
decides if the current node is a cell or a particle. The first node of the "MassAd
dressTexture"
corresponds to the root of the octree structure. Mass of this node
corresponds to mass of all the particles in the octree.
Starting with this root node, we visit the first child pointed to by the child field stored
within this node on "MassAddressTexture". The address of the child field is stored
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as ID array index. We use address translation to convert ID array index into a 2D




DEX fragment program routine. We rely on dependent texture lookups or texture
indirection to return data from the texture. This requires the hardware to support an
arbitrary number of dependent texture lookups, which is the case in most modern
GPUs.
The current child node of the tree has three distinct possibilities:
- First, if the current node is a particle, calculate the interaction between p and
the current node.
- Second, if the current node is a cell for which we can accept multipole accessi
bility criterion, calculate the interaction between p and the current node and the
tree is not traversed further down that node.
- Third, if the current node is a cell for which we cannnot accept multipole acces
sibility criterion, we traverse further down that node to calculate the interaction
between p and the subcells of the current node.
To compute interaction between the current node and the particle p, we fetch data
(RGBA) from "PositionRcritTexture". This texture contains the position coordinates
of the particle or the cell center ofmass, and the cell critical radius (zero in case the
current node is a particle).
The interaction between the particle and the current node is calculated using
GRAV-
SUM fragment program routine. GRAVSUM computes acceleration of the particle p
based on the gravitational potential force exerted on that particle by the current node.
Since recursion is not possible on current GPUs, we use iteration to traverse down
the tree.
We use WALKTREE fragment program routine to visit the next node in the array
which could be either a sibling of the current node, child of the current node, or the
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parent of the current node if we have visited all the subcells of the current node.
The tree lookup ends when a leaf is reached. In order to implement iteration on the
current hardware, we use loop statements which allow fixed number of iterations.
We used nested loop statements in our shader to handle tree traversal for any depth,
which is dependent on the opening angle theta of multipole accessibility criterion.
The resultant acceleration of the particle p is known once the entire tree structure is
traversed, which is stored in the framebuffer attached texture image called "Acceler-
ationTexture".
6.4.2 Position
The position kernel is a very simple kernel of the Barnes-Hut treecode on the GPU as shown
in Figure 6.6. Given, the new acceleration coordinates of the particle, it computes the new
particle position and advances the simulation by one time-step. The fragment program is
invoked for each pixel on the screen and the new particle position coordinates are computed.
However, we discard the fragments that do not hold valid particle coordinates. This kernel
also advances velocity coordinates of the particle by half time-step.
6.4.3 Velocity
The velocity kernel illustrated in Figure 6.7, finally advances the velocity of the particle
p by another half time-step, thus advancing it by a full time-step (computed by the posi
tion kernel). Again, we discard the fragments that do not represent valid particle velocity
coordinates. Once we have advanced the velocity coordinates by a time-step, we have























Figure 6.6: Position kernel. Position kernel on the GPU which traverses the simulation by
half time-step. Particle position and velocity coordinates computed in the previous
time-
step, and the new acceleration coordinates computed during the current tree traversal are
used to compute the new particle position coordinates.
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Figure 6.7: Velocity kernel. The velocity kernel completes another time-step to finally
step the simulation. Here we compute the new velocity coordinates
of the particles by
using the intermediate particle velocity coordinates computed during the half-step traversal






We benchmark our GPU based A^-body algorithms to analyze the relative performance
merits with the typical solution running on a general-purpose processor or a CPU. The ex
periments were performed on a host machine running an AMD Athlon XP 1800+ processor
with the core speed of 1.54 GHz, and 128 KB of LI cache and 256 KB of L2 cache and
512 MB of RAM. We tested our GPU algorithms on the Nvidia GeForce 6600GT (AGP)
running at a core speed of 500 MHz. GeForce 6600GT features 8 pixel pipelines with a
peak fill rate of 2 Gpixels/sec. The memory bus interface operates at 900 MHz with 128-bit
bus width and supports a peak memory bandwidth of 14.4 GB/sec. We tested our algorithm
specifically on the Nvidia cards owing to the fact that they support floating-point precision,
support for non-power-of-two textures, support for framebuffer attached objects like tex
ture memory objects, support for branching and looping constructs, and also because of
relative more programming documentation available on the internet.
The GPU programming model is still in its infancy for its support for general-purpose
computation especially for computations that involve branching and looping constucts. Our
research is a forward looking endeavour and we are able to unravel some of the issues re
lated with the GPU programming model. As we mentioned earlier in the
"Implementation"
chapter, we divide the overall computation on the GPU in three distinct kernels: Traverse,
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Position, and Velocity kernels. The Traverse kernel is the main fragment shader that per
forms the tree traversal on the GPU and we analyze here the results obtained when running
this shader on the GPU. We seek to specifically evaluate the computational performance of
our GPU implementations and so explicitly exclude the overhead of repacking input data
in system memory, transferring them to the graphics card, and initially loading and binding
shader programs. However, the timing results are still not accurate as there is no counter
available on the GPU which could capture the exact run time analysis for general-purpose
shader programs. The timing analysis is generated by passing the command from the host
processor to the GPU to execute the shader program and once the shader execution is com
pleted, the host processor recieves the acknowledgment signal from the GPU indicating
that the shader execution is completed. So, in reality we are calculating the overall time
which includes the time taken by the command to go from the CPU to the GPU, the exec-
tion time of the shader and the time taken by the signal to return from the GPU to the CPU
indicating the end of process.
We generate results for simplified MAC (as mentioned earlier in chapter Barnes-Hut
Algorithm). Figure 7.1 represents results obtained for the simplifiedMAC method used for
tree traversal. Figure 7.2 represents the results obtained when using GPU to compute the
new position and velcity coordinates of the particles. Table 7.1 illustrates the size of the
textures used to store the octree information on the GPU.






Table 7.1: Minimum 2D textures needed to store octree information.
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Figure 7.1: Position and Velocity kernel timing graph.
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Figure 7.2: Tree traversal kernel timing graph.
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7.2 Discussion
As clear from the above reaults, our tree traversal shader hits various complications when
simulating particles of the order of N > 100. There are still various limitations imposed
when implementing fragment shaders on the GPU. Some of the most common limitations
that impact the performance of the fragment shader on the Nvidia GeForce 6 Series GPU
are:
Number of intructions. Fragment shaders are only capable of supporting 65, 535
static instructions and 65, 535 dynamic instructions. We thought that we might be
running out of the total dynamic instructions available on the fragment shader. But
we reject this notion for the problem as the correct results are generated when we
increase the framebuffer attached texture memory objects.
Branching and looping limitations. Branching and looping constructs are sup
ported on the latest end Nvidia video graphics cards. Currently, they provide limited
support for their usage within the shader programs and also suffer from overhead to
flow-control operations. Branching is supported upto only four nested levels, while
the looping is supported upto 65, 536 iterations. Also the number of loop iterations
needed to be known at compile time otherwise the GPU programming model throws
an error and fails to execute.
Texture memory layout. Texture memory layout on the GPU and the specialized
processing power of the GPU. But since the required textures layout sizes are typi
cally small, and thus this doesn't seems to be the cause for junk results.
Number of texture indirections. We checked our tree-traversal shader if we were
exceeding the limited number of texture indirections available on the GPU. Current
GPUs limits that only four consecutive texture indirections could be performed in
any given sequence.
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Proper sampling. We also verified that we are correctly sampling pixels from
the
data stored in the texture memory. We ratified this by retrieving all the pixel values
from the GPU and writing them on a file, which was then compared with the original
data (when stored on the GPU).
Appropriate viewport size. In general-purpose computations on the GPU, we are
typically processing every element of a rectangular stream of fragments representing
the grid. So, we verified that we are creating a proper size quadrilateral on the GPU







Table 7.2: Branch penalties on Nvidia 6 Series GPU.
However, our shaders are not limited by none of the above mentioned limitations.
Apparently, the real issue with the availability of those features depends how stable and
bug-free are the shader compilers. In the following we describe all the difficulties that
we encountered while programming fragment shaders to compute force interactions using
Barnes-Hut treecode.
7.3 Difficulties Encountered
Our first encounter with problems related with programming the graphics card video started
when we were developing our application on the Linux platform using Cg shader language.
Though, Cg developed by Nvidia as a high-level shading language to assist developers in
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creating visually enriched graphical images and objects, its compiler is not completely er
ror free when using them to create general-purpose applications. On the Linux platform we
were not able to simulate our application correctly when we created the framebuffer size
smaller than 16x16. The Cg compiler release documentation do not list any such size limi
tation, and it was indeed very frustating as to predict why is this happening. So, we started
writing my shaders using the ARB_fragment_program and Nvidia_fragment_program2 as
sembly language constructs. But even after rewriting our entire shaders in GPU assembly
language, the problem existed and we were again clueless. We completed debugged our
code to find any hidden bugs that might be yielding incorrect results in the framebuffer.
It was only after several weeks of rigorous debugging sessions, and trying different Linux
flavors, different host machine configurations, and a different video graphics card that we
decided to move over to Windows platform (WindowsXP SP2). And we found out that
the framebuffer minimal size limitation only exist on Linux platform as the application ran
fine when simulated on theWindows platform after porting the entire code from the Linux
platform to the Windows platform.
Apparently, there is a bug with the Cg compiler 1.4 on Linux platform which results
in garbage framebuffer results when we create the framebuffer size smaller than 16x16.
Also we realized that there are various other tools available from Nvidia that probably
would assist in developing general-purpose applications on the video graphics card when
the development platform is Windows, for instance, NVemulate where you can select from
several different graphics card configurations to test if there is an inherent problem with
the original graphics card available in your host machine. NVemulate is only available for
Windows platform and comes in handy when there is not enough hardware resources in
the form of video graphics card available for experiment purposes. However, our problems
with programming video graphics card didn't end here.
The biggest problem we encountered was the odd behaviour illustrated by the frame-
buffer attached objects when we simulate our application for particles N > 100. Figure 7.3
and Figure 7.4 illustrates the ideal timing results for position and velocity kernel, and tree
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traversal kernel on the GPU, respectively.






Table 7.3: (Ideal) Minimum 2D textures needed to store octree information.
Ideal Position and Velocity kernel
-Position Kernel on GPU
-Velocity Kernel on GPU
Figure 7.3: (Ideal) Position and Velocity kernel timing graph.
These ideal characteristics were obtained by simulating the Barnes-Hut tree algorithm
on the GPU without comparing the final results with the results obtained when simulating
the algorithm on the CPU. These ideal behaviour can be thus taken as representative or ap
proximate timing behaviors for Barnes-Hut tree algorithm on the GPU. Table 7.3 represents
the minimum 2D textures needed to store octree information on the GPU. As we mentioned
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Figure 7.4: (Ideal) Tree traversal kernel timing graph.
in the
"Implementation"
chapter that we map our octree structure in a 2D array representa
tion, and we store this array representation in the graphics card texture memory. The tree
traversal algorithm traverses this data structure stored in the texture memory to compute the
forces exerted on each particle, which are then written to the framebuffer attached texture
memory objects. Framebuffer attached objects are recent addition to the OpenGL graphics
pipeline and provide amechanism to render to destinations other than those provided by the
window system. However, the support for this feature is not yet completed in the graphics
card drivers as they are in the beta stage of the drivers supporting this new feature. Table
7.3 shows the ideal dimensions of the texture memory sizes when simulating for different
number of particles (N) on the GPU. Table 7. 1 suggests the minimum dimensions of the
texture dimensions required to simulate the Barnes-Hut algorithm correctly on the GPU.
As clear from the table 7.1, we are allocating space that is not part of the computation and
thus resulting not only in waste texture memory space on the GPU, but also our shaders
are doing unnecessary work which eventually affect their performance (apparent from the
timing sections for different shaders). This issue is further compounded by the lack of
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hardware details about the underlying hardware and also the lack of sufficient debugging
tools.
7.4 Debugging Fragment Shader
We discussed about various fragment program errors in the
"Discussion"
section of this
chapter and we found that the real error is with the inability of the graphics drivers to
handle complex algorithms. We also investigated within the driver itself, the real cause of
concern was caused by the branch unit (within the Nvidia video graphics card driver).
We determined that the driver fails after executing a branch instruction in our
tree-
traversal shader when we create textures of sufficient or optimum sizes after executing
certain number of iterations. We check that the values in the registers of the GPU mem
ory are correct just before we execute this branch instruction. And after we execute this
branch instruction, we check the registers for various variables values, and the results are
all incorrect values. We found this to happen whenever we create textures of dimensions
smaller than a random size, which clearly has no possible relationship with the viewport
settings on the GPU. We also try to look for any such relationship between the viewport
settings and the dimensions of the textures in the Nvidia driver documentations and other
GPU programming manuals. Also there is no mention in any of the above documenta
tions that branch unit only supports limited number of branch instructions, which we really
doubt the case as the simulation proceeds flawless if we increase the framebuffer attached
texture objects dimensions. This is the primary reason why we were not able to perform
any substantial performance comparison of the Barnes-Hut algorithm on the GPU with the
typical solution running on a CPU as we hit the limitation in terms of the available texture
memory space available on the GPU for simulating particles N > 500. The Barnes-Hut
algorithm will really prove advantageous in terms of the performance when we are able to
simulate for particles sizes, N > 1000 because we can then see the benefits of available
parallelism in the underlying algorithm. The processors in the GPU are optimized for a
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different set of computations and exploits the parallelism available in the given application.
However, current generation ofGPUs must perform a framebuffer read operation to imple
ment a write operation which is again written on the framebuffer attached texture memory
objects, whereas the CPU can simply read the memory and perform a write operation
on
the registers.
Thus, when the graphics hardware provide complete implementation of the framebuffer
attached texture memory objects with the tested branch unit support in the video graphics
driver, we believe that the Barnes-Hut algorithm can be very competitive against special
processor machines like GRAPE where they employ a special piece of hardware to perform





Overall, this work was a forward looking research and demonstrated that highly complex
algorithms such as Barnes-Hut algorithm can be implemented on the present generation
of graphics hardware. Comparisons were not made with the special-purpose hardware,
GRAPE because of the relative inadequacy of the video driver graphics card to handle
branches effectively. However, we still argue that once the drivers support is there, the
GPU implementations will provide competitive solutions against special-purpose hardware
specifically designed to handle such algorithms or computations. Some of the reasons why
we believe our approach will be advantageous are:
We are performing the entire computation on the GPU and not just performing the
inner loop computations on it.
The graphics hardware is designed to exploit parallelism available in the application.
The memory bandwidth (between the GPU processors and the texture memory)
is much higher than the available bandwidth between the system memory and the
special-purpose processor, for instance, GRAPE.
With the availablity of multiple GPUs on the same board, we can perform simulation
and visualization of the results siumltaneaously without any delay. Multiple GPUs
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can be helpful to further parallelize the application.
8.2 Future Work
We believe that this research work can be used in many ways to explore the capability of
graphics hardware for implementing complex algorithms. Some of the extensions to our
work could be any of the following:
There remains significant amount of analysis that can be done on our work once the
graphics hardware provide more tested and stable drivers that can handle branching
(instructions) effectively. The performance comparisons can then be made between
special-purpose solutions like GRAPE and GPU solutions.
Multiple GPUs (Nvidia SLI Technology) can be explored to devise parallel solutions
that may challenge contemporary solutions typically implemented on the vector ma
chines.
Our work could serve as the basis for implementing other similar algorithms as seen
in the fluid dynamics, molecular dynamics and medical and imaging applications.
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Appendix A
Octree Data Structures on CPU




short type; // node or cell
booltype update; // update flag
real mass; // mass of the node
vector pos; // position coordinates of the node





Node BodyNode; // contains specifics for the BodyNode
vector vel; // velocity coordinates of the particle
vector ace; // acceleration coordinates of the particle




Node CellNode; // contains specifics for the CellNode
real rcrit2; // critical radius of the cell
NodePtr More; // pointer to the first daughter node
union
{
NodePtr SubP[NSUB]; // array contains all daughter nodes






// number of particle in the cell




Octree Data Structures on GPU
In this appendix, we describe the data structures required to map octree (created on the
CPU) on the GPU. We only list here the different data structures that were created to contain
all the vital information needed to traverse octree on the GPU.
typedef struct
{
float mass; // mass of the cell or body
float parent; // parent of the cell or body
float child; // child of the current cell




float xaxis; // position of the cell center or center-of-mass
float yaxis; // position of the cell center or center-of-mass
float zaxis; // position of the cell center or center-of-mass
float rcrit2; // cell critical radius
} PositionRcritNode;
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